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Yo mamma jokes! As many jokes as you can handle! Worth every penny! This audiobook includes

the best yo mamma jokes on earth. These are guaranteed to make you roll on the floor laughing.

Tell these at parties and get-togethers and be the star of the entertainment. Here are a few: "Yo

mamma's so fat that people raise their hands and shout "taxi!" when she walks by in a yellow

raincoat." "Yo mamma's so fat that the elevator can only go down when she rides." "Yo mamma's

so fat that her pants have to be ironed in the driveway." "Yo mamma's so fat that people just have to

go around her to get a 15-minute exercise." "Yo mamma's so fat that she has group insurance for

herself." "Yo mamma's so fat that she brought the bridge down when she went bungee jumping."

"Yo mamma's so fat that her feet don't get wet when she showers." "Yo mamma's so fat that she

doesn't a tailor, she needs a contractor." Download now to receive over 100 more of these jokes!

Here are some of the yo mamma joke types inside.... Yo mamma's so fat.... Yo mamma's so

dumb.... Yo mamma's so ugly.... Yo mamma's so dark.... Yo mamma's so old.... Much, much more!

Download your copy today!
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I love hearing and telling jokes, and this book is full of good ones. "Yo Mamma" is a classic tagline,

and it is hard one to beat. Some of these you only need to use with good friends who know you are

kidding. Some of them can be told anytime. Memorize a few of these and tell them to your friends to

get a good laugh! I know I will. These jokes are great.



I got this book on a discount as a gift for my brother, but I ended up keeping it for myself :DIt is

amazing, it made me laugh so hard! All of the "yo mamma" jokes in one place is priceless, you truly

are never too old to find these jokes funny. And whenever you're down just grab this book and

forget about all your troubles.

I am serious type of guy, but once in a while I will look for something funny and I give this one a try. I

found my self smiling and laughing inside my mind, imagining the hilarity of the visual images the

jokes have.

I have been wondering at times where people got those "yo mamma" jokes from and when I

discovered this book, I never have to wonder anymore! Though I'm not a big fan of it, I just can't

help laughing whenever I hear those funny jokes. I'm glad I found this book to have a good laugh at,

and it definitely has good old yo mamma jokes to use just for fun and entertainment.

Youâ€™ll find exactly 500 extremely perfect reasons to have this book always and everywhere with

you.Although received as a gift, Iâ€™m sure that something better could not make me feel like

this.Short , sharp and witty form of writing, useful and ideal help for "those" days.If it wasnâ€™t for

this book, I'd be denied for a lot of laughing and for definitely fantastic mood.

Well...it's a very easy read. I've heard most of the jokes (or versions of them) and they are definitely

not the best. Actually, I've heard them "said" much better. I suppose since it's a free download it's

OK but I'm glad I didn't have to pay for it.

LOL "So fat needs a contractor", I used to have a friend he had like 30 of these memorized, and he

would repeat them out like rapid fire. I'm too 'spiritual' now for these jokes though but back then it

was fun :)If your looking for some collection of "YO mamma!" This is a great book

The best Yo Mama Book I have ever read. It doesn't get better than this. I tried many of them on my

family members and they bought tears to their yes from laughter....Loved it...refers back to it

everytime I need a Yo Mama..
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